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We examine the performance of nine commonly used methods for including dispersion interactions in density functional theory (DFT): three different parametrizations of damped 1/R⁶ terms (n = 6, 8, …) added to the DFT energy (Grimme’s D2 and D3 parameterizations as well as that of Tkatchenko and Scheffler), three different implementations of the many-body dispersion approach (MBD, MBD/Hi and MBD/FI), the density-dependent energy correction, called dDsC, and two “first generation” van der Waals density functionals, revPBE-vdW and optB86b-vdW. As test set we use eight molecule–surface systems for which agreement has been reached between experiment and hybrid QM:QM calculations within chemical accuracy limits (±4.2 kJ mol⁻¹). It includes adsorption of carbon monoxide and dioxide in the Mg₂(2,5-dioxido-1,4-benzenedicarboxylate) metal–organic framework (Mg-MOF-74, CPO-27-Mg), adsorption of carbon monoxide as well as of monolayers of methane and ethane on the MgO(001) surface, as well as adsorption of methane, ethane and propane in H-chabazite (H-CHA). D2 with Ne parameters for Mg²⁺, D2(Ne), MBD/Hi and MBD/FI perform best. With the PBE functional, the mean unsigned errors are 6.1, 5.6 and 5.4 kJ mol⁻¹, respectively.

1. Introduction

Dispersion forces as part of van der Waals (vdW) forces are ubiquitous in molecule–surface interactions, see, e.g., ref. 1–3, but the workhorse of present day quantum chemistry, density functional theory (DFT), has problems in describing them.⁴–⁷ This was first noted by Kristyán and Pulay.⁸ Before the advent of DFT in chemistry, the quantum chemical ab initio treatment of intermolecular interactions was based on Hartree–Fock calculations with dispersion described by a damped multipole expansion with 1/R⁶, 1/R⁸, 1/R¹⁰, … terms.⁹ The damping accounts for charge penetration effects. This approach was applied also to small model systems relevant for adsorption on flat surfaces and in zeolites.¹⁰,¹¹ For example, for the interaction of water molecules with transition metal atoms the conclusion was reached that “a substantial share … is due to intersystem correlation effects [dispersion].”¹¹

In 2001, Scoles and co-workers extended the SCF (self-consistent field) + damped multipole expansion to Kohn–Sham DFT¹² and defined the damping functions such that double counting of dispersion in the range of overlapping densities is avoided. Soon after, Grimme seized this idea and suggested to add a damped 1/R⁶ term,

$$E_{\text{disp}} = \sum_{\text{AB}} s_6 \left( \frac{C_6^A C_6^B}{R_{AB}^6} \right) f_{\text{damp}}(R_{AB}),$$ (1)

written as sum over atom pair interactions AB, where s₆ is a global scaling factor that depends on the density functional used, Rₐₐ is the distance between atoms A and B, and f_{damp}(R_{AB}) is a damping function for small R_{AB} to avoid double counting of contributions already included in DFT. He derived a consistent set of parameters from DFT calculations and his 2006 parameterization became known as “Grimme-D2”.¹³

For a key problem in acid zeolite reactivity, protonation of isobutene to tert-butyl cation or surface alkoxides, Tuma and Sauer¹⁴ had calculated the difference between reaction energies obtained with MP2 (second order Möller–Plesset perturbation theory), a wave function electron correlation method which accounts for dispersion, and those obtained with DFT using the
PBE {Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof} functional. For a series of zeolite cluster models of increasing size they showed that this difference can be fit with the same expression as used by Grimme, eqn (1), plus an additive constant. The latter was needed because the dispersion term does not correct for all shortcomings of the exchange–correlation functional such as the self-interaction correction error. Kerber et al. also found that fitting parameters for specific systems as Tuma and Sauer did, has no advantage compared to the use of Grimme’s D2 parametrization.

For applications with periodic boundary conditions an Ewald-type summation of the 1/R⁶ term was implemented in the VASP code, and a series of PBE-D2 calculations were performed for adsorption and reactions of small molecules in zeolites, as well as for adsorption in metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) and on the flat MgO(001) surface. In these calculations PBE-D2 served as low-level method within a hybrid high-level–low-level quantum approach. As high-level description, MP2 calculations were performed on a cluster model for the adsorption site. In addition, to check if MP2 is accurate enough, coupled cluster (CC) corrections with single, double and perturbatively treated triple substitutions, CCSD(T), were calculated for models of the reaction site that are sufficiently small to make the CCSD(T) calculations feasible. This multi-level hybrid MP2:DFT-D+ACC method has been shown to yield chemical accuracy for a set of twelve molecule–surface interaction systems for which reliable experimental data are available. This data set provides a unique opportunity for testing some of the various proposals to take dispersion into account with respect to their performance for molecule–surface interactions.

Here, we examine the performance of commonly used methods such as Grimme’s D2¹³ and D3¹⁵ parameterizations, the Tkatchenko and Scheffler (TS) parametrization,¹⁹ many-body dispersion (MBD) approaches in different implementations,²⁰–²³ the density-dependent energy correction, called dDsC,²⁴,²⁵ which was introduced to avoid numerical instabilities. This variant is reference state self-consistently. T this variant is termed MBD (5) in the following. Within MBD, the dispersion correction is written as

$$E_{\text{disp}} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_0^\infty d\omega \text{Tr}[\ln(1 - AT_{1R})]$$

where A is a 3N × 3N matrix containing atomic polarizabilities and $T_{1R}$ is the long-range part of the dipole–dipole interaction tensor. Furthermore, an iterative Hirshfeld partitioning,²² called Hirshfeld-I algorithm,²³ was introduced to TS and MBD to improve the performance for ionic solids.²¹,²⁴ While the standard Hirshfeld method uses neutral atoms as reference, the iterative variant determines the fractionally charged atomic reference site state consistently.²¹ This variant of MBD is termed MBD/HI in the following. Another variant uses fractional contributions to the atomic polarizabilities to improve the description of ionic solids even further. In addition, eigenvalue remapping is introduced to avoid numerical instabilities.²² This variant is named MBD/FI and its dispersion contribution can be written as

$$E_{\text{disp}} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_0^\infty d\omega \text{Tr}[\ln(1 - \tilde{x} - \tilde{x})]$$

where $\tilde{x}$ are the remapped eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix $X(\omega) = -T_{1R} A_{1R}(\omega) T_{1R}^{1/2}$. Due to the reciprocal space implementation²⁵ of MBD and its variants, higher k-point sampling is required as one would need for the other methods.

Steinmann and Corminboeuf introduced a new density-dependent dispersion correction, named dDsC,²⁴,²⁵ which was

2. Methods used

The simplest way of including dispersion in DFT is adding a damped multipole expansion term, $E_{\text{disp}}$, to the DFT energy, $E_{\text{DFT}}$.

$$E_{\text{total}} = E_{\text{DFT}} + E_{\text{disp}}$$

In the D2 scheme, $E_{\text{disp}}$ is given by eqn (1) with read-to-use parameters specified in ref. 13. It is possible to define specific $C_{6}^{A}$ parameters to include effects of the chemical environment as Tosoni and Sauer did for Mg²⁺ ions in MgO.²⁷ Since Mg²⁺ ions miss the electrons in the 3s shell, $C_{6}$ parameters derived from the atom¹⁴ may not be the best choice for Mg²⁺ ions. It turns out that parameters derived for Mg²⁺ ions following the D2 protocol are – not unexpectedly – very close to the parameters of the isoelectronic Ne atom.²⁷ To avoid additional parameters Tosoni and Sauer recommended use of Ne parameters for Mg²⁺. We refer to these results as D2(Ne) and this approach is one possible way to account for the ionic character of MgO.

In the D3 method $E_{\text{disp}}$ includes also a three-body term, $E_{(3)}$, and the two-body term, $E_{(2)}$, includes the next, 1/R⁸, term of the multipole expansion

$$E_{(3)} = -\sum_{AB} \sum_{n=6,8} C_{6}^{AB} R_{damp}^{n}(R_{AB}).$$

Since the 1/R⁶ term is more short-ranged, adjustment to different functionals is done by $s_{8}$ whereas $s_{6}$ is set to unity. In addition, the $C_{6}^{AB}$ coefficients are coordination number dependent to account for different chemical environments. $E_{(3)}$ consist of a damped Axilrod–Teller–Muto term²⁸ derived from third-order perturbation theory for three atoms. The TS scheme also employs eqn (1), but the $C_{6}^{AA}$ coefficients are combined by another combination rule based on rescaled coefficients that depend on the ratio of free and effective volumes of the atom.

Subsequently, TS introduced self-consistent screening (SCS)²⁹,³⁰ of atomic polarizabilities to account for the electric field of surrounding atoms. Adding many-body interactions with the coupled fluctuating dipole model,³¹ the many-body dispersion (MBD) scheme was derived,³⁰ To avoid double counting of interactions by SCS and MBD, range separation was introduced. This method was named MBD@rsSCS.³² For brevity, this method is termed MBD in the following. Within MBD, the dispersion contribution is written as

$$E_{\text{disp}} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_0^\infty d\omega \text{Tr}[\ln(1 - A T_{1R})]$$
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shown to provide balanced treatment of both intra- and intermolecular interactions, see, for examples, benchmark studies in ref. 24 and 25. The dispersion coefficients are computed on the basis of an approximation to Becke and Johnson’s exchange-hole-dipole moment formalism,35 and rely on a classical Hirshfeld partitioning of the electron density among atomic centers. An extended Tang and Toennies damping function46 is applied, in which the damping parameter depends on the atomic (overlap) populations. The dDsC implementation by Steinmann in the VASP code is not self-consistent.37 Sautet and co-workers applied the dDsC dispersion correction to selected surface problems, e.g. adsorption of small alkanes on the Pt(111) surface,38 and most recently dehydrogenation reactivity of Pt clusters supported on γ-Al2O3.39

We consider also the first generation of vdW density functionals, including revPBE14,40 and optB86b41 as density functional approximation. This approach splits the correlation energy into two terms. The first accounts for the short-ranged dispersion and is described in the original approach by the local density approximation. The second term describes long-range dispersion as

$$E_{c}^{nl} = \frac{1}{2} \int d^{3}r d^{3}r' n(r) \phi(r, r') n(r')$$  

where $n(r)$ is the electron density at point $r$ and $\phi(r, r')$ is a kernel that accounts for non-local correlation effects. There are already more advanced variants of this approach (e.g. rev-vdW-DF2),42 but our focus here is on DFT-D methods.

### 4. Computational details

The DFT-D calculations using D2,13 D3 with zero damping,18 and TS,19 as well as the vdW-DF26 calculations were carried out with the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP, Version 5.3.5).19-51 For MBD,20,23 MBD/HI,20,21,23 and dDsC24,25 VASP Version 5.4.1 was used. Furthermore, an additional patch, provided by the developers, was installed to use the fractional ion scheme (MBD/FI).22 Throughout the different VASP versions convergence of electronic adsorption energies within 0.1 kJ mol$^{-1}$ for the different dispersion corrected DFT approaches were found. If not stated differently, an energy cutoff of 600 eV and standard projector augmented-wave method52 (PAW) potentials were applied for all calculations.

**CO, CO2/Mg2(dobdc)**

For Mg2(dobdc) the primitive unit cell ($a = b = c = 15.22225 \text{ Å}$; \(\alpha = \beta = \gamma = 117.76^\circ\)) was adopted and the calculations were performed at the \(\Gamma\)-point only, except for the MBD approaches which used a \(4 \times 4 \times 4\) \(k\)-point grid. For Mg2 the 2p shell has been considered as valence state (Mg$^{2+}$). First, the cell shape, the cell volume, and the atomic positions of the empty MOF and of the MOF loaded with adsorbed CO and CO$_2$ were optimized at 800 eV cutoff. This was followed by relaxation of atomic positions at 600 eV keeping the cell shape and cell volume fixed. The same cutoff (600 eV) was used for the calculations of CO and CO$_2$ in the gas phase (\(\Gamma\)-point only). The molecules were put in the middle of a 20 Å box. Adsorption energies were obtained from these 600 eV cutoff results. All structures were considered as relaxed when the gradients were smaller than $-0.01 \text{ eV Å}^{-1}$ for PBE,14 revPBE,40 optB86b41 (conjugated gradient algorithm) and smaller than $-0.05 \text{ eV Å}^{-1}$.  

### 3. Systems studied

The list of studied systems includes adsorption of carbon monoxide,43 as well as of monolayers of methane and ethane at the MgO(001) surface,44 adsorption of carbon monoxide44 and dioxide45 in a MOF with the composition Mg$_2$(dobdc) (dobdc$^{-} = 2,5$-dioxido-1,4-benzenedicarboxylate), and adsorption of methane, ethane, and propane in H-chabazite.47,48 as illustrated in Fig. 2 for adsorption of methane in H-CHA.46 The H-CHA model with an Al/Si ratio of 1/11 was obtained by doubling the triclinic unit cell along the lattice vector $a$.46 An adsorption coverage of \(\theta = 0.5\) was assumed.

**Fig. 1** Left: CO on a 4 layer MgO slab with a $4 \times 4$ surface cell. Center: Five-fold coordinated Mg$^{2+}$ surface ions on the MgO(001) surface (center left) and in Mg$_2$(dobdc) (center right). Right: Unit cell for CO in Mg$_2$(dobdc). Color code: Mg – green, O – red, C – grey, H – white.

- CO and CO$_2$ on Mg$^{2+}$ sites in Mg$_2$(dobdc) were smaller than $0.01 \text{ eV Å}^{-1}$ for PBE,14 revPBE,40 optB86b41 (conjugated gradient algorithm) and smaller than $-0.05 \text{ eV Å}^{-1}$.  

$$E_{c}^{nl} = \frac{1}{2} \int d^{3}r d^{3}r' n(r) \phi(r, r') n(r')$$
for B3LYP (Newton–Raphson algorithm). Additionally, the “scaling constant” was set to POTIM = 0.3 for B3LYP. An energy convergence threshold of 10⁻⁸ eV per cell was chosen for PBE, revPBE, and optB86b and 10⁻⁵ eV per cell for B3LYP.

**CO, CH₄, C₂H₅/MgO(001)**

A four-layer 4 × 4 slab with two frozen bottom layers was chosen to simulate MgO(001). For Mg, the 2p shell has been included in the valence state (Mg⁻). The ion position optimizations were carried out in an orthorhombic cell (a = 8.48 Å; c = 25.0 Å). The same cell was used to simulate the CO molecule in gas phase with Γ-point only. For adsorption on the MgO(001) surface, a coverage θ = 0.125 was assumed. The k-point sampling was 2 × 2 × 1, whereas for MBD and its variants 8 × 8 × 1 k-point sampling was applied. To simulate methane and ethane in the gas phase one molecule was placed in the middle of a 15 Å box with Γ-point only. Adsorption of CH₄ and C₂H₆ was simulated with four molecules per unit cell (θ = 1.0). For structure optimizations with PBE, revPBE and optB86b the gradient threshold was −0.01 eV Å⁻¹ for the conjugated gradient algorithm, and the SCF criterion was 10⁻⁵ eV per cell. For B3LYP, the gradient threshold was −0.05 eV Å⁻¹ with the Newton–Raphson algorithm and the SCF criterion was 10⁻⁴ eV per cell.

**5. Results**

For N molecules, the electronic adsorption energy per molecule, $\Delta E$, was calculated as difference between the electronic energy of the adsorbate structure, $E_{E_{ms}}$, and the sum of the energies of the clean structure, $E_{ms}$, and N molecules in the gas phase, $E_{ms}$,

$$\Delta E = \frac{1}{N} [E_{ms} - E_{ms} - N \cdot E_{ms}] .$$

Eqn (8) defines the adsorption energy as difference between the bottoms of the respective potential wells. In contrast, experiments yield the enthalpy of adsorption, $\Delta H^\text{exp}$, at a given temperature which differs from $\Delta E_{\text{ref}}$ by the volume work $PV = RT$, thermal energy contributions, $\Delta E_T$, and the zero-point vibrational energy, $E_{ZPVE}$. The latter are mostly unknown from experiment, but can be estimated using structures and vibrational wavenumbers obtained by DFT-D calculations. This allows defining an “experimentally derived” reference energy:

$$\Delta E_{\text{ref}} = \Delta E_{\text{exp}} + RT - \Delta E_T(DFT-D) - E_{ZPVE}(DFT-D).$$

For the eight systems considered here, Table 1 shows the $\Delta H_T$ and $\Delta E_{\text{ref}}$ values as well as the results of hybrid QM:QM calculations, all taken from ref. 17.

Table 1 shows the computed adsorption energies calculated with PBE and different methods of including dispersion and 5-8 eV per cell for B3LYP to 10⁻⁵ eV per cell for B3LYP.

**Table 1** Experimental enthalpies, $\Delta H_T$, reference energies derived from experimental enthalpies, $\Delta E_{\text{ref}}$, hybrid QM:QM reference energies, $\Delta E_{\text{ref}}$, PBE-D2(2N) and PBE-MBD/FI results, all in kJ mol⁻¹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>$\Delta H_T^a$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{\text{ref}}^a$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{\text{ref}}^b$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{\text{ref}}^c$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{\text{ref}}^d$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{\text{ref}}^e$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO/Mg₂(dobdc)⁴</td>
<td>−39.8 ± 1.0</td>
<td>−43.8 ± 1.0</td>
<td>−43.3 ± 1.4</td>
<td>−41.3</td>
<td>−44.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂/Mg₂(dobdc)⁴</td>
<td>−46.3 ± 1.0</td>
<td>−49.0</td>
<td>−51.6</td>
<td>−41.5</td>
<td>−45.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO/MgO(001)</td>
<td>−16.5</td>
<td>−20.6 ± 2.4</td>
<td>−21.2 ± 0.5</td>
<td>−22.1</td>
<td>−31.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₄/MgO(001)</td>
<td>−12.2</td>
<td>−15.0 ± 0.6</td>
<td>−14.0 ± 1.0</td>
<td>−14.7</td>
<td>−17.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₂H₆/MgO(001)</td>
<td>−22.1</td>
<td>−24.4 ± 0.6</td>
<td>−23.3 ± 0.6</td>
<td>−23.7</td>
<td>−30.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₄/H-CHA</td>
<td>−17.0</td>
<td>−27.2</td>
<td>−25.3</td>
<td>−35.6</td>
<td>−30.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₂H₆/H-CHA</td>
<td>−27.5</td>
<td>−33.5</td>
<td>−36.2</td>
<td>−46.8</td>
<td>−41.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₅H₈/H-CHA</td>
<td>−37.6</td>
<td>−43.8</td>
<td>−46.7</td>
<td>−58.7</td>
<td>−53.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See eqn (9); see ref. 17 for original references. ** Hybrid MP2-PBE-D2+ΔCC energies. *** Metal–organic framework also known as Mg-MOF-74 or CPD-27-Mg (dobdc⁴⁻ = 2,5-dioxido-1,4-benzenedicarboxylate), loading 1:1: one molecule on each Mg²⁺ ion. Numbers different from Table 1 in ref. 17 because for the 1:1 loading lateral interaction energies of −2.8 kJ mol⁻¹ are included, see Table 3 of ref. 45.

**Alkanes/H-CHA**

For all calculations on H-CHA (Al/Si ratio of 1/11), both empty and loaded with alkanes, atomic positions, cell shape and cell volume were relaxed. A 15 Å box cell was chosen to simulate the gas phase molecules. The calculations were performed at the Γ-point, except for the different MBD approaches which used 4 × 4 × 4 k-points. The structure optimizations with PBE, revPBE, and optB86b used the conjugated gradient algorithm, whereas for B3LYP the Newton–Raphson algorithm was chosen. The structures were considered as relaxed when the forces were smaller than −0.01 eV Å⁻¹. For the isolated alkanes the threshold was −0.002 eV Å⁻¹. For SCF calculations with PBE, revPBE and optB86b the energy convergence criteria were set to 10⁻³ eV per cell, for B3LYP to 10⁻⁵ eV per cell.
Fig. 3 Electronic adsorption energies (kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) of molecules interacting with sites in Mg\(_2\)(dobdc) (top), on MgO(001) (middle), and in H-CHA (bottom) calculated with PBE and various methods taking dispersion into account. Comparison is made with experimentally derived reference energies, eqn (9) (red line) and QM:QM results (broken red line). Error bars indicate the chemical accuracy range (±4.2 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)).

compares them with the experimentally derived reference energies and the results of hybrid QM:QM calculations. For the numbers see ESI,† Tables S1, S3, and S5, which include also results for B3LYP. For the two best performing methods, PBE-D2(Ne) and PBE-MBD/FI the energies are also listed in Table 1.

CO, CO\(_2\)/Mg\(_2\)(dobdc)

The calculations were carried out for high loading, i.e. six CO or CO\(_2\) per unit cell, as shown for CO in Fig. 1. D2(Ne) parameters which had been suggested for Mg\(^{2+}\) ions at the MgO(001) surface were also applied to Mg\(^{2+}\) in Mg\(_2\)(dobdc). For CO in Mg\(_2\)(dobdc) the heat of adsorption has been derived from the experimental Gibbs free energy of adsorption and an entropy term calculated for a PBE-D2(Ne) potential energy surface including anharmonicities, see ref. 19 and ESI† for more details. Except for B3LYP-D2(Ne) and vdW-optB86b, the deviations from experiment are between -2 and +3 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), see ESI,† Table S1 and Fig. 3. MBD/FI shows the smallest deviation from \(\Delta E_{\text{ref}}\). For the same dispersion correction method deviations are nearly twice as large with B3LYP as with PBE (ESI,† Table S1). PBE-D2 and PBE-D3 results show no significant differences, whereas PBE-D2(Ne) deviates more from the reference value (2.5 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)).

For CO\(_2\) adsorption, in contrast to CO adsorption, with the same dispersion correction method, dispersion corrected B3LYP deviates less than PBE (Table S1, ESI†). The smallest deviation is found for B3LYP-D3 followed by PBE-MBD and PBE-TS. With PBE, D2 and D3 perform similarly, but D2(Ne) deviates more from the reference energy than D2 or D3. PBE-MBD/FI is worse than PBE-MBD and MBD/HI performs even worse.

CO/MgO(001)

Only B3LYP-D2 and B3LYP-D2(Ne), PBE-D2(Ne) and PBE-MBD/HI as well as vdW-revPBE deviate from \(\Delta E_{\text{ref}}\) less than 4.2 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 3 and ESI,† Table S3). For the same dispersion method B3LYP results are closer to the reference energy than PBE ones with the exception of D2(Ne). Using PBE-D2(Ne) instead of the original D2 parametrization diminishes the deviation from -6.2 to -1.5 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), which is remarkable given the reference value of -20.6 kJ mol\(^{-1}\). In contrast, passing from D2 to D3 and TS increases the deviation to -9.1 and -18.8 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), respectively, resulting in almost twice the adsorption energy for PBE-TS. The MBD approach suffers from numerical instabilities\(^{22}\) when highly polarizable atoms are packed close together, which is the case for MgO. Therefore it was not possible to perform MBD calculations for any adsorbate on MgO(001). For MBD/HI and MBD/FI the numerical instabilities are not present, and the calculated adsorption energies deviate from the reference value by just -4.1 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) and (rather surprisingly) -10.8 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), respectively. With -7.9 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) the deviation for dDsC is in between.

The deviations for CO/MgO(001) are much larger than the ones obtained for CO/Mg\(_2\)(dobdc). Fig. 1 shows that CO/MgO(001) and CO/Mg\(_2\)(dobdc) share the five-fold coordinated Mg\(^{2+}\) surface ions as adsorption sites, but in the latter structure there are additional interactions between CO and the benzene rings of the dobdc\(^{4-}\) linkers which increase the binding energy from 21 to 43 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), see hybrid QM:QM results in Table 2. For CO/MgO(001), Ugliengo and Damin\(^{54}\) have shown that dispersion is about one half of the total binding energy at large distances, the other half is electrostatics. Table 2 further shows that the share of the correlation energy is different for the two systems. For CO/MgO(001) it is almost 100% whereas for CO/Mg\(_2\)(dobdc) it is around 80% only. This indicates that dispersion may play a different role in the two systems and explains that different DFT-D methods perform differently. For those listed in Table 2, the share of dispersion on the total adsorption energy varies little for CO/Mg\(_2\)(dobdc), between 39 and 47%, but for CO/MgO(001) the variation is much larger, between 31 and 63%.

CH\(_4\) and C\(_2\)H\(_6\)/MgO(001)

For the methane and ethane monolayers on MgO(001), with both B3LYP and PBE, the D2(Ne) results are closest to the
Table 2: Comparison of CO/MgO(001) and CO/Mg2(dobdc) total adsorption energies (positive numbers indicate binding) with the correlation part (Correl.) for QM-QM and with the dispersion part (D/DFT-D) for DFT-D results [(kJ mol\(^{-1}\)].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>QM-QM Correl.</th>
<th>QM-QM Correl.</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MgO(001)(^a)</td>
<td>21.2 (^a)</td>
<td>20.5 (^a)</td>
<td>35.0 (^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg2(dobdc)(^b)</td>
<td>22.1 (^a)</td>
<td>14.5 (^a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Ref. 43 hybrid QM-QM results, \(R(C\cdots Mg^{2+}) = 251\) pm, \(^b\) Ref. 55 neutron powder diffraction, \(R(C\cdots Mg^{2+}) = 241\) pm.

Alkanes/H-chabazite

The experimental value for the adsorption of propane is assigned to an adsorption via primary carbon, C(1), only, adsorption via secondary carbon is entropically disfavoured.\(^{36}\) Results for adsorption via the secondary carbon can be found in Table S6 (ESI†).

For adsorption of methane in H-CHA, compared to the experimentally derived reference values, only the PBE-MBD/HI and PBE-MBD/FI results are within chemical accuracy limits of 4.2 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), see Fig. 3. With increasing chain length, the deviations increase. Among the different MBD approaches the iterative Hirshfeld partitioning (MBD/HI) improves the results. For methane, ethane and propane, the deviations diminish from \(-8.0, -15.6,\) and \(-19.4\) kJ mol\(^{-1}\), respectively, for MBD to \(-3.0, -9.8,\) and \(-12.6\) kJ mol\(^{-1}\), respectively (Table S5, ESI†).

Introducing the fractional ion scheme [(MBD/FI)] diminishes the deviations further to \(-2.8, -8.2,\) and \(-9.8\) kJ mol\(^{-1}\), respectively. Taking the simplicity of the method into account it is surprising that D2 yields nearly the same or even smaller deviations than D3, dDsC or MBD, as shown in Fig. 3. For PBE-D2 and vdW-rePBE, we reproduce the adsorption deviations obtained by Göld et al.,\(^{37}\) whereas our PBE-TS results are somewhat different, probably due to different calculation settings. Adding dispersion to a hybrid functional like B3LYP, the deviations from the reference are larger for D3 than for D2 (ESI† Table S5), but smaller for B3LYP-TS than for B3LYP-D2.

The deviations from the reference energy increase with increasing carbon number, indicating the difficulties of accounting properly for dispersion interactions with increasing chain length. For the methane and ethane monolayers on the Mg(001) surface a similar trend is observed, see ESI† Table S3.

The deviations per carbon atoms (Table S5, ESI†) are \(-3.4 \pm 0.7\) and \(-4.0 \pm 1.0\) kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for MBD/FI and MBD/HI, respectively, whereas for D2 they diminish from \(-8.4\) to \(-6.7\) and \(-5.0\) kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for CH\(_4\), C\(_2\)H\(_6\), and C\(_3\)H\(_8\), respectively, indicating a more “healthy” size dependence of D2, for at least for alkanes.

6. Discussion

It is already known that some functionals yield reasonable adsorption energies at the expense of unrealistic molecule–surface distances. An example is the overestimation of intermolecular distances by vdW-rePBE\(^{38}\) which we also find for adsorption of alkanes on Mg\(^{2+}\) sites of MgO(001) (35 to 36 pm, see ESI† Table S4) and on the proton sites of H-CHA (32 to 45 pm, ESI† Table S6). For these systems PBE-D2 underestimates the distances by 8 to 14 pm. For methane and ethane on Mg(001) the underestimation is diminished from 13 and 14 pm, respectively, to 4 and 1 pm, respectively, when Ne parameters on Mg\(^{2+}\) are used (PBE-D2(Ne)).

For CO/MgO(001) all methods based on PBE underestimate the C\cdot Mg\(^{2+}\) distance by 11 to 13 pm (ESI† Table S4) with respect to the hybrid MP2-PBE-D2 reference value (251 pm), whereas for CO/Mg\(_{2+}\)(dobdc) they all overestimate it by 3 to 6 pm (ESI† Table S2) with respect to the neutron powder diffraction result (241 pm).\(^{35}\)

Table 3 shows the mean unsigned error (MUE), mean signed error (MSE), the absolute maximum deviation (MAX), and the system for which [MAX] occurs. MBD is not included in Table 3 since the results for CO, methane and ethane on the MgO(001) surface are not available as described above.

The MUEs for the PBE calculations show that D3 and TS are not an improvement compared to D2, while the use of Ne parameters for Mg\(_{2+}\), D2(Ne), is. Note that the D2(Ne) set does not differ from the D2 set for small alkanes in H-CHA since Mg\(_{2+}\) ions are not present in these systems. On average vdW-rePBE is about the same as D2, whereas vdW-optB86b is worse, even worse than PBE-D3.

The similarity of the MUEs and the absolute MSE values indicates that the deviations are largely systematic. D2, D3, TS and dDsC all predict too much binding, the overbinding increases from D2 to D3, dDsC and TS, see Table 3.

Most methods have their [MAX] for the largest alkane studied, i.e., for propane in H-CHA and for ethane on MgO(001). Only MBD/FI has a [MAX] for CO on MgO(001) with 10.8 kJ mol\(^{-1}\). Additionally, MBD/FI has the lowest deviation.
for propane in H-CHA with \(-9.8 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\), see Fig. 3. Since the binding of small alkanes on MgO(001) surface and at the bridging OH group of H-CHA is dominated by dispersion which scales with the number of carbon atoms, the deviation per carbon atom \(\Delta n_c\) was also calculated for each method (see ESI† Tables S3 and S5). Table S7 (ESI†) shows the corresponding MUE, MSE and [MAX] values. Per C atom, the methods have their [MAX] changed from propane in H-CHA to methylene either in H-CHA or on MgO(001). From Table S7 (ESI†), similar conclusions are reached as from Table 3, with MUEs of 3.7, 3.7 and 4.0 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for PBE-MBD/HI, MBD/FI, D2(Ne), respectively.

Considering the deviations per molecule (Table 3), the best performing methods, D2(Ne), MBD/HI and MBD/FI, approach chemical accuracy on average. For D2(Ne), the MUEs are 8.1 and 6.1 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) with B3LYP and PBE, respectively, and for MBD/HI and MBD/FI with PBE, 5.6 and 5.4 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), respectively.

However, the maximum errors are still 21.7 and 14.9 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for D2(Ne) with B3LYP and PBE, respectively, and 12.6 and 10.8 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for MBD/HI and MBD/FI with PBE, respectively.

There is some uncertainty in the reference energies due to experimental error bars and estimates of \(\Delta E_{\text{ZPE}}\) and \(\Delta E_{\text{f}}\) in eqn (9). The differences between the experimentally derived adsorption energies, \(\Delta E_{\text{ref}}\) and the hybrid QM:QM results in Table 1 range from \(-2.9\) to +2.9 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) which reflects the experimental error and the estimated uncertainty of the hybrid QM:QM results, e.g. for CO/MgO(001) \(\Delta E_{\text{ref}}\) is \(-20.6 \pm 2.4\) kJ mol\(^{-1}\) and \(\Delta E_{\text{QM:QM}}\) is \(-21.2 \pm 0.5\) kJ mol\(^{-1}\) yielding 0.6 \pm 2.9 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for the difference (Table 1). However, on average the effect is smaller. If the \(\Delta E_{\text{QM:QM}}\) values are used as reference instead of the \(\Delta E_{\text{ref}}\) values the MSEs and MUEs change only marginally, see ESI† Table S8. The MSEs all get 0.5 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) less negative, i.e. become smaller in absolute terms, whereas the MUEs change from 8.1 to 7.7 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) and from 6.1 to 5.9 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for D2(Ne) with B3LYP and PBE, respectively, and remain constant for MBD/HI and MBD/FI for PBE. The only noticeable changes are on the maximum absolute deviations which decrease to 18.8 and 12.0 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for D2(Ne) with B3LYP and PBE, respectively, and to 9.9 and 10.2 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for PBE with MBD/HI and MBD/FI, respectively.

That chemical accuracy is not reached in DFT by just taking dispersion into account is not really surprising. There are other sources of error as the self-interaction correction (SIC) error which is particularly severe for generalized gradient type functionals such as PBE. It gives undue stability to more polar structures and is also the cause of systematically underestimated barriers. For example, for the methylation of ethene, propene, and \(t\)-butene-2 in zeolite H-MFI, without any dispersion included, PBE yields (apparent) barriers that are 16, 36 and 57 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), respectively, too high,\(^{16}\) whereas after the D2 term is added, the barriers are systematically too low by 12 to 21 kJ mol\(^{-1}\).\(^{17}\)

For 17 elementary steps of the methanol-to-olefins process, PBE-D3 was found to underestimate energy barriers by 42 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), whereas with the hybrid functionals B3LYP-D3 and PBE0-D3 the underestimation is reduced to 27 and 17 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), respectively,\(^{42,59}\) in agreement with a reduced SIC for hybrid functionals. For 38 molecular hydrogen atom transfer reactions Zhao and Truhlar had reported systematic underestimation of energy barriers by PBE and B3LYP with 39 and 17 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), respectively.\(^{50}\)

For adsorption of 13 molecules on a different type of surface for which experimental data are known, the Pt(111) metal surface, Sautet and co-workers\(^{38}\) found MUEs as large as 42 and 44 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for plain PBE and the vdW-optB86b. With vdW-BEEF the MUE is reduced to 32 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) only, but with the best performing PBE-dDsC and the vdW-DF optPBE methods it is still 23 and 20 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), respectively – far outside the chemical accuracy range.

7. Conclusions

For the eight cases of adsorption on flat oxide surfaces and in nanopores of MOFs and zeolites studied here – for other systems findings may be different – D3 or TS are not an improvement compared to D2, neither with PBE nor with B3LYP, but D2(Ne) that uses the parameters of Ne for the isoelectronic Mg\(^{2+}\) ion in oxides is an improvement. The MUEs for D2(Ne) are about 8 and 6 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) with B3LYP and PBE, respectively, whereas for D2 they are about 9 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) with both PBE and B3LYP.

With PBE additional methods of including dispersion have been examined. Neither dDsC nor the van der Waals functionals vDW-revPBE or vDW-optB86b are an improvement compared to D2. With the many-body approaches MBD/HI and MBD/FI a slightly better accuracy for the adsorption energies is achieved than with D2 or D2(Ne). With MUEs of 5 to 6 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), and maximum errors of 10 to 13 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), the MBD/HI and MBD/FI many body approaches are getting close to chemical accuracy (4.2 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)).

We are well aware of the fact that we look at a very limited set of molecule–surface interactions for our comparison. D2 has more serious problems for the interaction of molecules with metal surfaces, but recent tests have shown that the best performing methods for such systems, vDW-optB86b and PBE-dDsC yield MUEs of 20 and 23 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), respectively,\(^{38}\) even larger than we find here (14 and 11 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), respectively).

For our DFT studies on ionic crystals, MOFs and zeolites we see little motivation to pass from D2 to more sophisticated schemes of including dispersion, in particular not when it is used as low level QM method in a hybrid QM:QM scheme that uses wave function correlation methods (MP2, CCSD(T)) for local improvements at the reaction site. The future use of MBD/FI as low level method could have the advantage that PBE-MBD/FI optimized structures are better starting points for structure optimizations at the hybrid QM:QM level.
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